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WARNING: Changes in this revision of the DotCode symbology specification are

substantial. See the revision notice.

Embedded printer firmware and bar code design software based on any DotCode

specification prior to this revision (4.0) requires an update.

This document contains a revised mask evaluation scoring algorithm in 5.2.4.3 and

corresponding updated source code in Annex A (informative). The new Annex G contains

encoding and scoring examples.



Comments on Revision 3.0 vs. Rev. 2.0

● DotCode Rev. 3.0 was published with substantial formatting inconsistencies
and was withdrawn.  However, the fundamental encoding and decoding 
methods in Rev. 3.0 do not differ from Rev. 2.0. Therefore, implementations 
that follow Rev. 3.0 are essentially indistinguishable from Rev 2.0. However 
both implementations suffer from problems identified and fixed in Rev 4.0.

● Users following regulatory or internal standards referencing Rev. 3.0 are 
equally valid to those employing Rev. 2.0, or at least no more 
disadvantaged!

● Users that are not restricted to a particular revision of DotCode should 
choose Rev. 4.0.  Regulations and applications that stipulate Rev. 3.0 or 
prior should be updated to reflect the current standard.



What’s changed in Revision 4.0?

Technical errors and weaknesses, including a critical structural issue, fixed.

New normative descriptions, clarifications and editorial corrections. 

Significant updates to symbol print quality grading criteria.

Consequently:

Printers and Encoding Software MUST 
be updated

Readers NEED NOT be updated
Verifiers MUST be updated



What hasn’t changed in Revision 4.0?
1. Shape and orientation options
2. Shape considerations: Updated criteria to promote graphical robustness.
3. Message encoding into codewords

i. Absence of FNC1 in 1st position, followed by two digits, continues to 
denote GS1 Application Identifier standard data formatting.

4. Reed-Solomon Error Correction
5. Codeword masking process
6. Data layout in the matrix
7. Mask scoring & selection: Substantial changes requiring software 

updates to PRINTERS and other ENCODERS!

Many, many other elements remain unchanged, including...

● The Reference Decode Algorithm: No changes needed to SCANNERS!
● Post-decode transmission protocol: Symbology identifier is still “J”.



What makes a symbol inherently “robust”?

“5.2.4.1. Selection of a suitable mask

● Maximizing the number of printed dots along all four edges of the dot array.
● Minimizing the number of unprinted interior rows or columns of the dot array.
● Minimizing the extent of clear (unprinted) regions within the dot array.
● Minimizing the number of isolated dots within the dot array.
● Avoiding unprinted exterior rows or columns of the dot array.”



Main issue: Missing perimeter edges

Some DotCode symbols have “missing” perimeter edges (i.e. an outer row or 

column with no “printed” dots):

Critical fault that breaks the Reference Decode Algorithm!

From the specification, in the context of differentiating DotCode from other 

matrix symbologies:

“A second discriminator is that the rectangle's dimensions shall be odd by even. Practical 

readers may adopt strategies to read symbols missing an outer row or column, or with 

extraneous dots into the quiet zones, but those symbols [with a missing perimeter edge] shall 

nonetheless fail the reference decode.”



Candidate masks for data “2741” at 10×13

Missing perimeter 
edge (bottom) in what 
was previously the 
highest scoring mask, 
which would have 
been the chosen 
mask prior to Rev. 
4.0.

Note: “ o ” denotes 

unprinted corner dots.



1-6 Corners, Codewords and Pad Dots

Some sizes are prone to 

missing edges, others are 

less prone, even immune!

Table 4 – Graphical robustness as a function of the number of pad dots



Maximising graphical robustness

DotCode symbols with an axis whose size is a multiple of nine (depicted as light gray 

cells with a black numeral “7” in Table 4) are inherently immune to a perimeter edge with no 
printed data dots. By definition all six corner dots are inherently printed — a major 
factor in achieving maximum graphical robustness!

With symbols encoding variable length messages, fixing one axis to a multiple of 
nine will protect the symbol irrespective of the actual length of the alternate axis.

Indeed other array sizes are also immune (those with 3-8 pad dots indicated by white cells 

with black numerals in Table 4) but those with fewer pad dots may demonstrate less 
graphical robustness insofar as not all of the corner dots are certain to be printed. 

Array sizes denoted with “0”, “1” and “2” are inherently the most weak.



What to do? Don’t invalidate existing readers!

Strategy: Apply a fix to the encoder that allows existing readers to scan both 

original and revised DotCode symbols without necessitating a reader upgrade.

Solution:

1. Score the four candidate mask arrays as before, but any mask candidate 
with a missing edge is given a final score of -99,999.

2. Then, in the event that no mask candidate meets the “threshold test”, i.e.,

score ≥ H × W / 2
… print the “six corner dots”, re-score, and choose the best modified symbol.



Revised scores for data “998766” at 10×13

Observe that all original 

scores fail the threshold test 

(10 × 13 / 2 = 65), so we re-

score with corners dots lit 

(printed) or “lit”.

Note that with the original 

scoring Mask 0, with the 

missing left edge, had the 

highest score (-9) and would 

have been selected!

However, with all six corner 

dots now lit, Mask 0’ has the 

highest score and is used.



Intended consequences

For the symbols that previously had a missing edge, usually another mask is 
picked. ONLY IF all three other masks fail the threshold test, then re-scoring will 
occur with the six corner dots lit (printed). The highest scoring mask is chosen. 
Existing readers will decode these modified symbols without need for 
reprogramming.

The vast majority of symbols (without a missing edge) — approximately 99% —
continue to be generated just as they were in the previous revision of DotCode.

What about the error in the last codeword introduced by lighting the corner dots? 

It is treated as an erasure and fixed by existing Reed-Solomon Error Correction! 



Cost of sometimes introducing an erasure

DotCode has >33% codeword redundancy:  # ECC codewords = INT( k / 2 ) + 3

For Reed-Solomon ECC, repair is achieved provided:  2E + S ≤ INT( k / 2 ) + 3

Where E is the number of errors in unknown locations

S is the number of “erasures” (i.e., errors in known 

locations)

k is the original message length in codewords

Lighting all six corner dots creates a surplus of “ON” dots in the final codeword. 

DotCode is a “5-of-9 code” so this creates a detectable error at a known location.

Hence, we reduce ECC effectiveness by a single codeword for fixed up symbols.



Empirical
Testing

Reproduced with permission of 

Dr Kevin Berisso, AutoID Lab 

Director.

Source: 

https://vimeo.com/229003022

© 2017 University of Memphis

Automatic Identification Lab

https://vimeo.com/229003022
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDzyK90vgto


Q: Why not always light the six corners?

A: Codeword damage increases decode time.

Kevin Berisso. DotCode Damage Testing. Journal of Computer Sciences and Applications. Vol. 6, No. 1, 2018, pp 43-47. 

http://pubs.sciepub.com/jcsa/6/1/6

Run: 1 = baseline; 7 = most damage

Scan time 
(ms)

http://pubs.sciepub.com/jcsa/6/1/6


Damage ⇒More latency and variability

Kevin Berisso. DotCode Damage Testing. Journal of Computer Sciences and Applications. Vol. 6, No. 1, 2018, pp 43-47. 

http://pubs.sciepub.com/jcsa/6/1/6

Run 7 (damage)

Run 1 (baseline)

http://pubs.sciepub.com/jcsa/6/1/6


Defect: Empty rows/cols not penalised

13-row symbol (odd height, therefore data encoded horizontally):

An incorrect optimisation in the mask scoring code meant that for odd-height 
masks with H > 12 any empty columns were simply ignored which could result in 
symbols with several contiguous, empty columns appearing as separate arrays.

Similarly, even-height symbols with W > 12 would not have empty rows penalised.

Additionally: An integer underflow condition was possible which meant that a 
mask with a terrible evaluation would be promoted to win the selection process!



Defect: Empty rows/cols not penalised

13-row symbol (odd height, therefore data encoded horizontally):

An incorrect optimisation in the mask scoring code meant that for odd-height 
masks with H > 12 any empty columns were simply ignored which could result in a 
symbols with several contiguous, empty columns appearing as separate arrays.

Similarly, even-height symbols with W > 12 would not have empty rows penalised.

Additionally: An integer underflow condition was possible which meant that a 
mask with a terrible evaluation would be promoted to win the selection process!



New coordinate system

A coordinate system (i,j) is now defined to unambiguously 

reference specific dot locations. The definition is agnostic to 

the orientation of the dot array.

● The origin dot (0,0) is defined as the dot that terminates the bitstream, “⑥”.

● i increases in the immediate direction of the bit stream encoding, i.e. along 

the even-length axis.

● j increases in the interior direction perpendicular to i, i.e. along the odd-

length axis.

⑥⇒ (0,0) ⑤⇒ (0,8) ①⇒ (8,10)

Ⓐ⇒ (2,0) Ⓐ⇒ (0,2) Ⓐ⇒ (1,1)



New symbol print quality parameters
● Two symbol quality parameters defined in ISO/IEC 15415, but not previously 

defined for DotCode (grading scale per current ISO/IEC 15415):
○ Grid non-uniformity (GNU)
○ Axial non-uniformity (ANU)

● Three DotCode symbology-specific quality parameters are defined on a 
“continuous” grading scale to ⅒ point:
○ Fixed Pattern Damage (FPD)

■ Interstitial dots
■ Quiet zones

○ Average normalized dot size (ANDS) a.k.a. “print growth”

● Mask Array Score and Mask Array Threshold must be reported
12.2.2 “The mask score as defined in section 5.2.4.3 shall be reported for process 

control purposes but not graded.  In addition, the associated mask score threshold value, 
computed as (H*W)/2, shall also be reported.”



Other errata and inconsistencies

☑The special, non-data shift and latch characters in the DotCode character set 

have been renamed to harmonise the vocabulary with other specifications, 

but their function is unchanged. See “Table 1 — DotCode character Set”.

☑Ambiguity concerning macro encoding of ISO/IEC 15434 formatted data has 

been clarified. See “Table 2 — Code Set B dual-function codewords”.

☑Base notation errors in the encoding example for an arbitrary message have 

been corrected. See “6.2 Encoding an application-specific 96-bit data packet”.

☑Bugs in the symbol size minimisation algorithm were fixed. See “Annex F”.

See the Revision Notice of the new DotCode Rev. 4.0 specification for a review 

of all the significant changes.  Buy the new Rev. 4.0 spec for complete details.



Recap...

● Revision 3.0 was withdrawn due to formatting inconsistencies.

● However, the fundamental encoding and decoding methods in 

Rev. 3.0 do not differ from Rev. 2.0.  Both have the same deficiency.

● Thus, Revision 3.0 may still be suitable when an application’s use of 

DotCode is restricted by regulation or internal standards.

● The improved Revision 4.0 should be used wherever possible:
○ Encode algorithm changed to fix a critical structural deficiency.

○ Significant encoding errors and weaknesses addressed. Errata fixed.

○ New normative definitions and harmonised vocabulary: Symbol print quality 

parameters, coordinate system, non-data codeword labels updated.



Comments on Revision 3.0 vs. Rev. 2.0

● DotCode Rev. 3.0 was published with substantial formatting inconsistencies
and was withdrawn.  However, the fundamental encoding and decoding 
methods in Rev. 3.0 do not differ from Rev. 2.0. Therefore, implementations 
that follow Rev. 3.0 are essentially indistinguishable from Rev 2.0. However 
both implementations suffer from problems identified and fixed in Rev 4.0.

● Users following regulatory or internal standards referencing Rev. 3.0 are 
equally valid to those employing Rev. 2.0, or at least no more 
disadvantaged!

● Users that are not restricted to a particular revision of DotCode should 
choose Rev. 4.0.  Regulations and applications that stipulate Rev. 3.0 or 
prior should be updated to reflect the current standard.



Recap...

● Printers and Encoding Software MUST be updated.

● Readers NEED NOT be updated.

● Verifiers MUST be updated.



Questions?
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Backup slides...



1-6 Corners, Codewords and Pad Dots

Some sizes are prone to 

missing edges, others are 

less prone, even immune!

Table 4 – Graphical robustness as a function of the number of pad dots



Weak left edge with Mask 0 for some AIs
Some codewords prefixed “000”:
GS1 AIs (9X) Company Internal Information

Masking does not scramble CW1.

Left edge composition:

A - B = Mask bits ( = “00” )

C - K = CW1 ( = “000…” )

2 & 6 = Last CW / Padding

With no padding ⇒ Last CW (ECC) is basically random.

25% chance of unlit left edge for such GS1 AIs and sizes!
(Does not impact known GS1 use cases but of note for future applications.)



What-if analysis: when to light corners

Experimentally determined 

that the threshold test for 

abbreviated mask scoring 

H × W / 2 could also be re-

applied as a trigger for 

lighting of six corner dots.

Desirable properties:

☑ Infrequently triggered

☑Mask scores improved



www.aimglobal.org



GS1 Standards and Fighting Illicit Trade

• Illicit trade and product counterfeiting are serious problems with negative 

consequences for international and national authorities, brand owners, 

distributors, retailers and consumers.

• GS1 members developed the standards to fight illicit trade by extending, 

rather than duplicating, existing GS1 standards-based solutions to speed 

deployment, promote interoperability, limit disruption, and support 

convergence with consumer facing applications.

www.aimglobal.org



What are GS1’s objectives?

• To support the World Health Organization, the European Commission, and EU Member States 

in their fight against illicit trade by providing scalable, deployable, and interoperable GS1 

standards-based solutions and services (where required, and where those solutions and 

services are aligned with GS1’s capabilities)

• To support GS1 members within the retail sector by providing solutions for EU 2018/574 

which build upon existing infrastructure, processes, identifiers, and data and that are based 

on GS1 standards

• To support the EU official provider of the “secondary repository” and solution providers by 

providing standards and guidance

www.aimglobal.org



Leveraging open GS1 Standards 
for Interoperability

www.aimglobal.org



Summary of the regulation’s impact

1. Tobacco unit packs are traced from point of manufacture to the facility where they will be sold to the 

consumer (e.g., retail store receiving, vending machine). 

2. Unit packs must have a barcode that, when scanned in offline mode, produces a small message (200-

300 characters). As unit pack barcodes only accommodate 50 characters, an algorithm / flat file data 

approach was selected. 

3. GTIN serial numbers must be allocated by a third-party, not the manufacturer.

4. Unit packs with SGTIN must use GS1 DataMatrix, GS1 QR Code, or GS1 DotCode.

5. Industry may use SGTIN for packaging above unit level and SSCC for logistic units. For this, GS1-128, 

GS1 DataMatrix, and GS1 QR Code are used.

6. ID also covers economic operators, facilities, and production machines where master data must be 

provided when requesting the identifiers (GS1 GLN and GIAI may be used).

7. Orders, invoices, payments and primary event data are reported then used for surveillance by 

authorities.

www.aimglobal.org



GS1’s unit pack solution

www.aimglobal.org



Steps to support a GS1 implementation

www.aimglobal.org



Third-Party Serialized Extension of GTIN

● This example shows the transmission by the scanner of a GS1 

DotCode Symbology Identifier followed by:

• ISO/IEC 15459 data qualifier AI (235) then TPX value

• Group separator

• AI (01) then GTIN value

• AI 8008 then timestamp value (optional, but typically encoded within 

the barcode)

www.aimglobal.org



Applying Standard Data Capture Rules

www.aimglobal.org



Standard Data Capture Rules (cont.)

www.aimglobal.org



Questions or Comments?
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